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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR AND PRESIDENT

THE EQUATION THAT DRIVES OUR MISSION

Parker Chambers
Chair

Andrew Halsall

President & Chief Executive Officer

POOLS U NI T E D
In last year’s Annual Report, we reflected on our evolution as an organization in order to align ourselves with the
unavoidable changes happening in the public entity pooling sector and the insurance industry at large. This year,
GEM has placed the additional strategic building blocks needed to help us navigate through these times and realize
our vision for the future. We have also enhanced our operating platform to enable us to be more nimble in the face
of change, while maintaining our stability and strength for the membership in the long term.
As new exposures emerge and market conditions change, we are able to shift our capacity, coverages and services
to address your evolving needs. Our strategic sessions have purposefully included input and feedback directly from
the membership to ensure these needs are heard and creative solutions are offered to meet them. We are also poised
to assist our members in meaningful ways with their risk financing strategies along the way.
Our greatest point of distinction as an organization is being a pool of pools and what that means. Unifying the
combined financial and intellectual resources of our member partners in order to safeguard your long-term stability
is always at our foundation. By facilitating member partnerships, best practices and risk financing solutions, we
accomplish just that.
Together, these elements create a powerful force and form a key tenet to GEM – Our Pools United.

Parker Chambers, Chair		

Andrew Halsall, President & CEO
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GEM members were asked to be active
participants in our extended strategic
planning process in 2018 to help shape
the current and future direction of the
company. And after additional work
done by the board, our vision is strong.

Not many companies involve clients in

We are unwavering in our commitment

their strategic direction to this extent,

to providing members innovation and

but at GEM it is vital for each of our

stability with our coverage and service

members to control their own destiny

offerings and facilitating the sharing of

when designing and executing their risk

expertise and experiences among the

financing strategies. So why not invite

membership. This vision inspires our

them to influence how our organization

board and staff in all that we do to help

is run and what types of coverages and

members grow and protect their assets.

services we offer.

GEM members are asked to be active participants
in the strategic planning process to help shape the
current and future direction of the company.
By taking these steps now to help
define our future and foresee
continuing trends in public entity
insurance, we can respond with
viable options that support the risk
management efforts of the membership
moving forward. The inherent freedom
and flexibility in GEM’s solutions
structure allow us to do that.
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Member control is a fundamental principle to
GEM membership. Not only having control over
how your reinsurance is structured, but having
the ability to retain claims and underwriting
of the partnership and trust that are implicit in
GEM membership.

VISION +
Members are also encouraged to serve on the
GEM board and committees because we value
your insight into our guiding philosophies and

MEMBER CONTROL

authority as well. That autonomy is a product

strategic direction. We strongly believe we are
a better organization when the entities we serve
have a seat at the table.
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Every prudent organization looks at
future trends facing their business.
Having this foresight can be the
difference between being in the ready
while creating opportunity and just
hoping for the best. In 2018, GEM
mapped a strategic course to guide our
future together, with the ability to adjust
no matter what the future holds.
We studied social, technological,
economic, environmental, and political
influences and what potential impact
and probability they will have on
pooling. Some of the trends identified in

We set a plan of action and can
make adjustments quickly to realign
ourselves as our future comes
into view.

the process we will continue to monitor
and track such as market fluctuations,

Recognizing that these trends will

Strategic planning coupled with

competitive challenges, talent drain

persist and others will likely surface,

strategic foresight like this helps us to

and the demand for new specialized

we set a plan of action and can make

be prepared. Our intent is to continue

services.

adjustments quickly – shift – to realign

with this process and review the

ourselves as our future comes into view.

dynamic plan annually.

As a result, several new strategic
initiatives have been put in place
to continue to provide creative
reinsurance solutions and offer
opportunities of engagement across
the membership so they can learn from
each other.
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GEM is an important and reliable source of
reinsurance, especially in times of market
disruption. We can adapt our coverages and limits
We offer reliability and stability for members
over time by providing a solution that is essential
to achieving your desired reinsurance strategy.

SHIFT +
Being a part of GEM, members are less
dependent on traditional coverage because
we are able to build and share in pooled capacity

FOCUSED SOLUTIONS

as our membership and new exposures require.

on our own terms. GEM guards against the turmoil
that can occur in the commercial reinsurance
market.
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The future is always in our sights, but
it is also rooted as a driver to what
we do every day to ensure our pools
stay protected and we endure as
an organization. So, we continually
ask ourselves how do we preserve
what is special about being part of a

Our answer to this question is keeping

pool of pools – because that means

a finger on the pulse of what is

something. We are a community of

important to our members, and the

members where protecting our clients

growing and emerging risks that they

and preserving the pooling concept are

face, so we can improve upon the

top priority.

coverages, limits and services we offer.

The future is always in our sights,
but it is also rooted as a driver to
what we do every day to ensure
our pools stay protected.
Equally as important is making sure

Coupled with rapid technological

our members have every opportunity

advances, the pace in which we will do

to connect with each other to keep

business and the modes in which to get

public entity pooling the viable

it done will increase to levels we have

insurance alternative it has been and

not been accustomed. That is why it is

will always be.

paramount that we strategically focus
on what is coming and not on the past.

Although impossible to accurately
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predict future trends and their influence

However, what we will carry forward

on us, we can, with the collective input

into the future is our personal touch

of our members, narrow the field of

and having a vested interest in the

likely change and prioritize our actions

success of every member we serve –

accordingly.

it’s personal and it is what sets us apart.

At GEM, we leverage not only the skills of our
specialized team, but also the combined knowledge
and insight of our membership. The partnerships
forged with the pools united in GEM create a
tremendous synergy that benefits members in
the form of shared expertise, networking and the

FUTURE =
Collectively, members are united in upholding

POOLS UNITED

creation of innovative risk financing solutions.

the principles and values that inspired GEM’s
formation. Our common interests help us to
preserve what is essential to public entity pooling
now and into the future.
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MEMBER CONTROL

FOCUSED SOLUTIONS

POOLS UNITED
With the combined financial and intellectual resources of our membership,
we continue to enhance the strength and resiliency of GEM. This collaboration
not only builds our financial base, but also allows us, together, to elevate the
success of all.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 2018

$000 omitted

					
		

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

$9,536

$10,209

$11,516

$11,670

$12,435

Net Written Premium

7,976

8,366

6,908

8,139

8,508

Losses and Loss Adjustment
Expenses

4,659

17,764

5,294

8,162

6,615

Investment Income / (Loss)*

3,051

962

2,388

2,474

237

Net Earnings / (Loss)

4,686

(10,659)

2,759

866

652

ACTIVITY
Gross Written Premium

* includes realized and unrealized gains/losses, interest and other income

NET POSITION
Cash and Investments

78,218

79,643

77,267

73,350

74,831

42,955

54,435

50,098

45,543

49,052

Members’ Paid-In
Capital Contributions

15,387

14,887

14,887

14,887

12,637

Retained Earnings

18,235

7,576

10,335

11,202

11,854

$33,622

$22,463

$25,223

$26,089

24,491

Reserves for Unpaid Losses
and Loss Adjustment Expenses

Members’ Equity
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Parker Chambers (Chair)

David Harmer (Vice Chair)

Tom Judy (Secretary)

Alan Hulse

Rafaela Ortiz

Mike Rebaleati

Texas Water Conservation
Association Risk Management Fund

Montana Municipal Interlocal
Authority
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Virginia Transit Liability Pool

Enduris

Miami Valley Risk Management
Association

Nevada Public Agency Insurance
Pool

G E M S TA F F

Andrew Halsall

President & Chief Executive
Officer

Martin Jackson

Chief Financial Officer &
Treasurer

Bryan Anderson

Michigan Municipal Risk
Management Authority

Diane Caley
Dean Boes

Wisconsin Municipal Mutual
Insurance Company

Manager - Board & Executive
Services

Ben Kraus

Underwriting Manager

Melanie McDonough
Claims Manager

Carol MacDougall
Accounting Assistant
Bob Solarz

Delaware Valley Trusts

Greg Womack

Texas Council Risk Management
Fund
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GEM MEMBERS
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116 South River Road, Suite D-4
Bedford, NH 03110
603.223.0321 • gemre.com

